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ABSTRACT
Just as a reader must bring an experiential

conceptual background to the printed page, so must he bring an
ability to recognize the graphic cues that signal meaning. The
graphic cues or structural meaning works as a system the description
of which can be outlined in three parts as the vocabulary, the
structure, and the sound. What has been neglected in the area of
vocabulary is the concept that words alone do not carry precise
meaning until they are placed in the structural and intonational
system of the English language. An individual's sense of structure
gives the written work meaning or determines how it means in contrast
to what it means. Intonation functions as a controller of meaning.
Generally speaking, the structural and intonational signals are not
new. What is new is that this description of how meaning is
structured is linked to the language that the child already knows
intuitively so that the whole system can be taught without technical
terminology at an early age and as the child is learning to read.
What is also new is that this knowledge of the signals is not
isolated as part of a spelling program or a grammar lesson but in the
context of meaning in reading. (WR)
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TH1:; STRUCTURE OF 1111.ANING

Throughout the years, from McGuffy to read-at-your-

own-rate boxed programs and paperbacks, teachers have

been consumed by the never ending search for meaning.

Whatever reading systems or method had been adopted, the

goal of reading instructions was clear -- What does it

mean? To accomplish this purpose, teachers have p7.'esent-

ed questions up and down the taxonomy from literal facts

to judgments, comparisons, and lritical evaluations. In

this process, it became quite evident that the reader's

experience with the resulting attitudes and value systems

influenced the way he reacted to or perceived the printed

material. The phrase, the more you bring to the printed

page the more you take away, was and still is readily

accepted. Realizing this, varied prereading activities

and field trips have been designed to provide experiences

that would sharpen the reader's understanding. Teachers

are now broadening their own understanding of this concept

by turning to the literature in the field of psycholinguis-

tics.

But just as a reader must bring an experiential con-

ceptual background to the printed page, he must also

bring an ability to recognize the graphic cues that signal

meaning. His language competence which he learned intui-

tively is still on the oral level, but how this language

is recorded on the printed page presents a new challenge.

We might refer to the conceptual or deeper level of mean-

ing as What Does it Mean? and to the graphic cues or sur-

face level as How Does it Mean?. The latter level is the

subject of this paper.
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2he graphic cues or structural meaning works as a

system the description of which can be outlined in three

parts as 1. The Vocabulary, 2. The Structure, 3. The

Sound.

fart 1, The Vocabulary, has been the workhorse of
readin; inctruction. The word has been dissected, affixed,

com;:ounded, defined in and out of context, and recognized

by the youngest student by its configuration. Words have

been put into categories with such labels as homonyms and

synonyms whicn constantly got mixed up with antonyms and

cinnamon. Most of all, words have been served as the most
important factor in readability formulas. What has been

neglected is the concept that words alone do not carry
precise meaning until they are placed in the structural
and intonational system of the English language.

What is this system of structural clues? An exam-
ination of some examples may be the best way to clarify
the idea. Read the following sentence which theoreti-

cally is far above your reading level as all the vDrds

will be strange to you.

The glubner's merdocks grabulated the dozziest morabness.

While you wouldn't do too well on a comprehension test

because of the vocabulary block, you would find meaning,

however, in the structure. If we were able to carry on

a dialogue instead of being in the roles of reader and
writer the following remarks would probably be made.
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I know that merdocks must be the subject noun because it

follows a possessive.

Why do you say it's the subject and not the object?

Because it precedes the verb, grabulated.

Hew do you know that grabulated is the verb?

Becau.:.e it has a past tense ending.

How does dozziest function?

It must describe the noun morabness because it is placed be-

fore that noun and it has an adjective ending.

If I should add the word brumiously to the end of the sentence,

what would you say about its function?

It tells me how the merdocks grabulated.

dhy:

It has an lsz ending

It could be an adjective like womanly, queenly, manly.

Eut an adjective wouldn't be found at the end of a sentence.

The above dialogue illustrated how we depend on word order

and word form to give an order to the meaning of tht, words.

Let's talk about it in another way by examining a signal string.

The 's (2) s (1) ed (3) the est (5)

nest; (4) ly (6).

You may recognize this as the same sentence written without the

words but with the word form signals only. The numbers are

used for discussion reference. Now our reading would do some-

thin; like this. There is something or somebody in the plural

(1) that belong3 to someone or somethino; (2). This plural some-

one or something did something in the past (3) to someone or

something (4) that could be described in the superlative degree

(5) and it was done in a certain manner (6). Again, your sense

of the structure gave you a meaning or How it Means in con-

traEt to That it Leans.
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bow dig into the compreheLsion of a sentence that uses

familiar content words. Note how many facts there are and

how many of these facts are expressed not by the word but by

the word order and the form of the word.

The teachers scolded the new principal.

1. Who? The teachers. (Word order. Subject position)

2. Whom did they scold? Th-

principal (Word order. Obzoict position)

3. .'hen? In the past (Word form ed ending)

4. :low many teachers? 1.:ore

than one. (Word form s ending)

5. How many principals? One (Word form. Lack of plural end-

ing)

What kind of principal? New. (Word order. If placed in front

of teachers, would change meaninL)

If you are not yet convinced that word order changes mean -

in;;, read the following contrast sequences in which words are

not chanced but word order is.

The teacher sharpened the boy's dull pencil.
The teacher sharpened the dull boy's pencil.

light green. green light

former teacher's class. teacher's former class.

The teachers upstairs gave the program.
The teachers gave the program upstairs.

The third area, Intonation, functions as a controller of

meaning as seen in the following examples.

1. Visualize two pictures, one of a garage that specializes in

repairinn; wreaks, and the second a plastic model of a human body.

Both pictures have the same caption, The Body Works. As you

looked at the pictures, did you read the caption in the same

way? You probably read the first as The Body, Works and the se-

cond as The Body Works, and in doing this changed the meaning

of the caption.
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2. Try reading the following examples with the shift of stress

as marked and decide whether meaning was changed in each read-

ing.

Signal ahead 3i nal ahead (In which one would you perform
an action?)

(Which one would save some
walking?)

Short cut Short cut

I hope you have a ood time.
I hope you have a good time. (Which one sounds like an unhappy

person?)

5. Read the following examples, inserting a pause where indica-

ted. Ask the same question. Is the meaning changed by words,

word order, word form or intonation?

everything you see is too expensive.
2verythin,/ you see/ is too expensive.

Sally said no grandmother.
Sally said no/ grandmother.

A dull/ boy's knife
A dull boy's/ knife

'as Nixon the thirty-seventh president visiting China?
Was Nixon/ the thirty-seventh president/ visiting China?

-L. In the above examples you paused in different places or read

the words in different meaning groups and in this way changed the

meanin7. The following examples involve a change in the pitch

which is lowering or raising the voice.

That's a dog
That's a do,
That's a dog

He can play tennis.

(A statement of fact)
(You're asking a question)
(It's so v:retched looking you can't believe
such a creature could really be a dog)

(Read as a statement of fact, a question,
and then a reaction to a very poor per-
formance on the court.)

You're smar.!, (Read it as a complement and then with a
raised pitch in your voice accompanied
by raised eyebrows.)

Intonation, as you've already discovered is often signalled
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by punctuation marks. This is true and suggests then that

punctuation is related to the voice and so signals sound in

an utterance just as letters signal sound in a word. There

are some cases, however, where punctuation marks are not pre-

sent yet the reader's interpretation sets the intonation

pattern. This is very evident when different a:tors perform

the oame part in a play. Hamlet has been a different person-

ality through the various performances yet Shakespeare's lines

were not chanted. Little children by their selected intona-

tion pattern used in their classroom dramatizations have be-

stowed different personalities on such beloved characters as

The Little Red Hen.

:;ot I, said the cat. (Said with arrogance? with laziness? or
with fear?)

Shen I shall plant the wheat myself, said the little red hen.
(Said vita a si3h and resination to her
martyrdom? or wainin.s? or with determin-
ation?)

This earl' realization of the power of intonation expressed or

not by punctuation signals, is valuable and necessary in the

creative readins process;.

Gener-!lly speakin;, the above structural and intonational

signals are not new. What is new is that this description of

how meaning is structured is linked to the language that the

child already knows intuitively so that the whole system can be

taught without technical terminology at an early age and as the

child is learning to read. What is also new is that this know-

ledge of the signals is not isolated as part of a spelling pro-

gram or of a grammar lesson but in the context of meaning in

readin. The syntactic competence derived from exercises in

which the child creates and manipulates sentences provides a

familiarity with the writing form and an ability to predict word

group patterns as he reads.
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So we lolt at the act of readin,; not only on the concep-
tual level which requires one set of teaching strategies but

on thy, Grap.lic cues level which is taught with another set of
strategies. Let the How and the What of meaning be iderrAfied
but combined in an appropriate balance for each child :4' he
learn:3 to read.


